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NEW QUESTION: 1
What do Cisco DNA southbound APIs provide?
A. NETCONF API interface for orchestration communication

B. Interface between the controller and the network devices
C. RESful API interface for orchestrator communication
D. Interface between the controller and the consumer
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
The Southbound API is used to communicate with network devices.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Given the code fragment:
Which code can be added to register both of these methods to
receive BankEvent notifications only if an instance of
BankActivityService is already instantiated in the current
context?
A. @Observes(notifyObserver=IF_EXISTS) on line 3 and line 6
B. @Observes(during=IN_PROGRESS) on line 1
C. @Observes(during=AFTER_COMPLETION) on line 1
D. @Observes(notifyObserver=IF_EXISTS) on line 4 and line 7
before method parameter declaration
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company is planning to use physical Raw Device Mappings
(RDMs) in their ESX environment. Which LUN type should they use
on the NetApp storage system if they want to prevent LUN I/O
alignment issues?
A. ESX will automatically align I/O on WAFL boundaries if
NetApp host utilities is installed.
B. Any UNIX LUN type will work since it is an RDM.
C. They should use the VMware LUN type.
D. They should use the LUN type matching the guest operating
system.
Answer: D
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